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THE CAPTURE OF THE SUN
A young man once asked his grandmother for some sinew, and when
she gave it to him, he snared the sun
with it. Then the sun remained in one
place all the time and the earth was
dark. Old man sent all kinds of animals to try and cut the sinew, but
the sun wa so hot that they could not

apporach it. Finally a little meadow
vole reached the cord and managed to
gnaw it in two before being completely scorched. The sun then resumed
its journey and has continued it ever
since, going round and round to make
day and night.
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Governance & Administration
TSÚŪT'ÍNÀ NATION
PERMITS AND RESIDENCY
P: 403-238-6138 C:587-437-9093
E: permitandresidencyoffice@tsuutina.com
9911 CHIILA BLVD.
TSUUT’INA NATION, AB
T3T 0E1

Tsuut'ina Nation Permit and Residency Office
9911 Chilla Blvd
Tsuut'ina Nation AB, T3T 0E1
Dadanast’ada,
The Tsuut’ina Nation Permit and Residency Department is updating the Tsuut’ina Residency list (Tsuut’ina Nation
Citizens and family who live within the reserve lands). This information is for confirmation of how many people live
within each household for emergency and in medical needs, if there are non Tsuut’ina Citizens please include within
your list. No fees for residency are being collected at this time. This is for research and service accommodation. The
application will also be used to issue or replace Citizen Permit placards.
The following information is needed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Last Name and First Name (House Occupant)
Last Name and First Name (Spouse/Dependent/Other Dependent)
Date of Birth (For Each Person)
Citizenship/Other Nation(s) Registration Number (Full Treaty/Nation #)
First Nation Name
Relationship (in relation to House Occupant)
Physical Home Address (Legal Land Description or Address)
Please also include if any family member(s)/dependent(s)/other dependent(s) have any medical concerns

This information and or further questions can be emailed to permitandresidencyoffice@tsuutina.com with the subject
"Residency Information".
Be Safe and Healthy during this time.

Sincerely,

Permit and Residency Clerk
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D ID YO U K N O W :

TREATY CARDS and STATUS CARDS are different!

TREATY CARD

STATUS CARD

Inherent Right given by
Creator

Legislation = Canada’s Indian
Act s. 6 defines how a person is
entitled to be registered under
the Indian Act.

Inter-generational – passed
from parent to child

Canada informs the Chiefs
who is allowed to be an
“Indian” based on
regulations.
Uses s.35 of the 1982
Constitution.
“The existing aboriginal and treaty

Chief informed the Queen
and Canada who his people
were and put on Treaty Pay
list
Labelled our Treaty rights on
the card as agreed on 1763
Royal Proclamation

rights of the aboriginal people in
Canada are hereby recognized and
affirmed”

Ceased on Sept 4, 1951

Enacted on Sept 4, 1951

DID YOU KNOW???
Before September 22, 1877
As part of the Dene people we have stories that tell us of Creation, separation from the Dene, lessons learned
and warnings of the future. We had traditional laws. These stories are our historical continuity as peoples to the
lands on Turtle Island.
Our people collectively had individual responsibilities to ensure that the collective was holistically cared for. Our
societies, clans, families ensured that no one starved, sick or went without. Our medicines and food came from
the earth, plants and animals. Everything was in harmony.
Our Xakiji, (Head Chief) was raised from birth to learn the ways of the people and to put the collective before
himself. He had to make alliances with other Nations to protect our way of life to ensure that the Tsuut’ina had a
future. Treaties with other Nations was a way for peace, trade, marriages and security.
Our Xakujaa (Minor chiefs) were heads of the clans, societies, families that would meet with Xakiji to be heard
and make a collective decision on matters of the Nation.
It was told to me: that Xakiji would send
out his Tosguna (scout) to the Xakujaa
to relay messages of importance.
The Xakujaa would discuss with their
members and then meet with Xakiji to
make the decisions. Xakiji would put
forward the collective decision. The
Nation would be satisfied.
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ISGAAKUWA GUMISITIY ~ YOUNG PEOPLE PERSEVERE

May 21, 2020
Dzinisi Guja!
A quick update from the Tsuut’ina Youth Program.
We are currently helping, Darlene Meguinis with a greenhouse project. Early-May, we sent out seed
sprouting kits to the community to help us germinate them, the next step is to plant the sprouts in the
greenhouse. We encourage, the ones who took the kits to bring the sprouts to greenhouse garden,
located at the Bullhead Hall.
Also, we welcome the community to come out to learn these vital gardening skills. This is an invaluable
opportunity to learn how to become more self-reliant in this regard. Let’s work together, build
friendships, while we produce nutritious food for our families.
Of course, due to the Covid-19, we will follow all the safety protocols when meeting for this project.
Please contact the Youth Program for more information on date, time, etc.
The Youth Program has some upcoming summer youth projects so stay tuned in.



Healthy hygiene and hand sanitizing workshop in June.
Music making workshop, a collaboration with IRIM (Indigenous Resilience in Music) in July.

We are currently hosting Zoom meetings for online movie nights on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
evenings starting at 5:00P.M. We post the links on our Facebook page.
Further, we will be posting daily content to all of our Youth Program social media platforms so make
sure you are following us for awesome giveaways, contests, online gaming tournaments, and
questionnaires. We want to hear from you guys! What does the youth want to see from our online
presence?
Follow us on Facebook @Ttn YouthProgram and Instagram @tsuutina.youth.program to stay updated
and connected to us.
Lastly, the community and our staff’s safety is a first concern so we are following all of the health
precautions while running our program. Such as, limiting the number of participants for projects,
practicing social distancing while meeting in person, having hand sanitizer available, our team members
wearing masks, and we encourage participants to bring their own mask.
Stay safe,
Youth Program
Contact info: megan.twoguns@tsuutina.com , isagha.eagletail@tsuutina.com ,
garrett.simeon@tsuutina.com , riel.manywounds@tsuutina.com
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2020!

Dreden Big Plume
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

Kristian Big Plume
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

Devon Jacobs
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

Brandon Whitney
Bishop O'Byrne
High School

Jade Eagletail
Bishop O'Byrne
High School

Nitaniko Kamotakii

TSUUTINANATION.COM
• AKIY'I
| 403.238.6224
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Simon Crowchild
Bow Valley
High School

Vera Big Plume
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

Langdon Big Plume
Ernest Manning
High School

Justice Big Plume
Cetral Memorial
High School

Tiaerra Deschamps Otter
Henry Wise Wood
High School

Jolbert Smallboy
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

DA.HI@TSUUTINA.COM
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education

Treyton Whitney
Athol Murray College of
Notre Dame

Talita Manywounds
Henry Wise Wood
High School

Miracle Dodginghorse
Henry Wise Wood
High School

Titan Rowan
Tsuut'ina Nation
High School

Joshua Meguinis
Henry Wise Wood
High School

Alexandria Onespot
Henry Wise Wood
High School
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Dadanast’ada Graduating Class of 2020,
On behalf of the Tsuut’ina Nation Chief and Council and Tsuut’ina Board of Education,
I would like to send a huge CONGRATULATIONS to the Graduating Class of 2020! The
students of today are the leaders of tomorrow and we are extremely proud of all
your efforts and accomplishments.
Graduating High School is not an easy task and I understand the many sacrifices,
challenging learning experiences and hard work that has brought you to this
moment in your lives. Now is the time to look back on your educational journey and
celebrate! You have earned it and you deserve all the good this world has to offer.
May the next chapters in your lives be filled with health, happiness, abundance,
purpose, love, and pride.
The year 2020 will go down in history as one of the most challenging years of our
generation. Due to the Coronavirus shutdowns, schools and businesses around the
world were forced to close their doors, entire sports seasons were cancelled, and
many important traditions and milestones were either delayed or cancelled.
I am sure many graduates and families feel robbed of an experience and that this
whole situation is unfair, and it is unfair. However, sometimes we need to play the
hand we are dealt and despite the situation, there is still plenty of room and
reason to celebrate. I would like to take this opportunity to assure all graduates
that your accomplishments are not going unrecognized and we will be celebrating
with you as soon as it is safe to do so. In the meantime, we will make this time as
special as we can.
May Creator watch over all the graduates and their families as well as our Nation.
Dagumisastiy.
Siyisgaas,
Steven Crowchild
Steven Crowchild/Ninagha Na?its’idi
Tsuut’ina Nation Xakujaa/Councillor

Dzinisi Guja
Good day all. I wanted to take this opportunity to wish the 2020 Tsuut’ina
Graduates a big CONGRATULATIONS! What you have accomplished is unprecedented, as
we are experiencing unprecedented times.
To graduate is a feat in itself but to graduate during this time is more than
remarkable. Therefore be proud, stand tall and continue to represent our Nation
with the utmost strength, compassion and diligence. I wish you well in all your
future endeavours, each and every one of you!
Siyisgaas.
Kelsey Big Plume,
B.A.
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COVID-19 INFORMATION

Infection Prevention and Control (IPC) Guidelines
for the Repackaging, Storing and Distribution of
Non-Medical Face masks

This document is intended to support you with IPC principles
and guidelines as they relate to processes required to prepare
non-medical face masks (masks) for distribution to Albertans
as a response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Environmental Guidelines

Note: Extra masks should remain in the original plastic
packing bag, secured and placed back into the mask box for
later use.

Steps for Repackaging-Two People X and
Y (Ideal)

• Internal boxes of masks should be removed from larger
external corrugated boxes, if possible, at point of entry into
the restaurant.

1.

Clean and disinfect repackaging surface.

2.

X and Y perform hand hygiene.

• Designate an area away from food preparation to perform
the repackaging process and to store the prepared
packaged masks.

3.

X and Y prepare supplies (masks, bags and labels).

4.

X opens box of 50 masks, removes and opens bag of
masks.

5.

X performs hand hygiene.

6.

X removes 4 masks by the ear loops and places into
plastic bag held open by Y.

7.

Y folds the plastic bag opening so masks are secure and
flat and then seals with the label.

IPC Principles for the Repackaging
Process

8.

Y places prepared packaged masks in a designated
storage space until needed for distribution.

» Personnel must be dedicated to repackaging of masks for
the entire repackaging session.

9.

Repeat steps 6, 7 and 8.

• Designated repackaging area must:
- Have a hard surface (i.e. counter/table) that can
withstand cleaning and disinfection with a Health Canada
approved disinfectant.
- Have enough space to perform the packaging activities.
- Allow for compliance with workplace guidelines for
COVID-19 prevention.

» Hand hygiene means washing hands for 20 seconds with
soap and water or using alcohol based hand sanitizer
(minimum of 60% alcohol) for 20 seconds. When hands are
visibly soiled, wash with soap and water.
» Masks must only be handled by the ear loops - The inside/
outside of the mask must never be touched.
» Do not wear gloves during the repackaging process.

10. When more supplies are needed (i.e. a new box of
masks, bags or labels) repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5.
11. For each new session of repackaging masks repeat
step 1.
Note: If at any time during steps 6, 7 or 8 person X or Y’s
hands come into contact with anything other than the masks,
bags or labels hand hygiene must be performed.

» Personnel must wear non-medical face masks during the
repackaging process.
- See instructions on how to put on your own mask
at https://www.alberta.ca/prevent-the-spread.
aspx#p25621s4

alberta.ca/covid19
©2020 Government of Alberta | Published: May 2020
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MASKS FOR ALBERTANS

GAP DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS
Issue:
On June 8, the Government of Alberta began distributing non-medical face masks to Albertans
as part of its COVID-19 relaunch strategy. These masks are available through corporate
partners A&W, McDonald’s and Tim Hortons locations with drive-thrus. Government is working
with municipalities without easy access to one of the drive-thrus, First Nations communities,
Metis Settlements, and local agencies to get masks to Albertans.
Key Messages:


This is a Government of Alberta program. Distribution partners are supporting the Alberta
government to help provide masks to those who can’t access a drive-thru so as many
Albertans as possible can safely get their masks while maintaining physical distancing.
o The masks are not mandatory; they are an option for situations where maintaining a
physical distance of two meters is not possible.
o These are non-medical face masks and are suitable for use in situations like public
transit and grocery shopping.
o Every Albertan is eligible for an allotment of four masks. Visit alberta.ca/masks for
more information.

Pick-up Prompt:
“How many people are you requesting masks for?”
Question and Answers – Anticipated questions from Albertans
*When in doubt, please direct customers to alberta.ca/masks for more information.*
Q: When are masks available, and what kind of masks are you handing out?
A: The Government of Alberta began distribution on June 8. Government is providing three
layer non-medical face masks with ear loops intended to filter germs and pollution particles.
alberta.ca/covid19

©2020 Government of Alberta | Published: June 2020
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Horoscopes
Aquarius - Loved ones need to be reminded of your talents frequently, and at length, this
month. Try the subtle approach at first, but be prepared to play the drum when Uranus
becomes luminous around the 8th.
Aries - Harvey, your imaginary 6ft tall bunny rabbit friend who follows you everywhere,
will get himself into a pickle this month in ways too complicated to relate in this column.
Suffice to say that this is not the bunny you skin and cook
Cancer - The Sun and Saturn are adjunct in the nanophase of their upper echelon - Behold
your innovativeness and do not fear change try something new this month.
Capricorn - The set of rules on which you have based your life are set to implode all-ofa-sudden this month leaving you looking for a new bingo dapper or even gym membership.
Gemini - What is the difference between fearless self-confidence and sheer unfettered
arrogance? You will find out the answer to this riddle this month and may even have the
bruises to show for it if Neptune has its way. So be fearless and show Neptune
Leo - Accepting criticism has always made you fly into a blind fury, especially from those
you trust. This month your fury will be tested to almost martial arts levels of skill.
Don't do anything you wouldn't usally.
Libra - This month a loved one, an older brother, or a old school friend type figure, will
encourage you to achieve your long held but never realized goal or goals which may or
may not relate to horses.
Pisces - A major personality change, normally only associated with violent emotional
upheaval or in soap operas, is set to provide wondrous, albeit complicated, opportunities
for you over the coming month.
Sagittarius - Your enthusiasm for life and love and other cost effective pursuits is
set to lead to another level of excitement this month, and for the rest of the year. So be
perpeared
Scorpio - Mercury's enchantment of five of the Saturnian moons indicates house cleaning
will succeed in a similar way as seen in the movie Mary Poppins but without the need for
finger clicks, singing and hats.
Taurus - That long intended, but not quite brought to fruition, invention, which will
make you a million dollars and allow you to leave that job you hate, is being looked on
favorably by Mars and, more importantly, the moon
Virgo - This month, as a result of Neptune reacting with Pluto's far side, you will become
much too sure of yourself on home improvement or car maintenance matters. So get the
help you need.

Moon chart
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"

also re branded our Tourism company and built a facility
which we named Brown Bear Woman Events (her traditional

MAY 22
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARISSA ROSE BIG CROW
LOVE AUNTY RAY & BOYS

name)

MAY 31
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WEA BIG CROW
LOVE AUNTY RAY & BOYS"

casting certification in Winnipeg. She loved the arts and she

"

My sister attended school in Toronto for Theatre at the Center for Indigenous Theatre and later completed her broadwas proud of our peoples history and culture. She represented indigenous people as the Calgary Native Friendship Center Princess, the first Aboriginal Peer Youth Representative
for the Western Region of Canada and the Calgary Stampede
Indian Village Princess, she also traveled the world showcasing our peoples rich history.
This year is unique but it has not stopped our people from
moving forward and persevering. This year we would still like
to acknowledge a student because in spite of this pandemic
we need to celebrate the good our indigenous people are doing and continue to encourage our post secondary students
to continue in their educational journeys.
The Starlight Family would like to acknowledge Lakota DodgingHorse as this years recipient. She is currently studying
Animation and Narrative Studies at the University of Southern California. Her dream is to use her education to create

In memory of my late sister Lisa Starlight our family has been
doing a $1000 scholarship for an outstanding Tsuut'ina post
secondary student who studies outside of the province. Since
her passing in 2009 our family have been determined to keep
her memory alive and have hosted numerous memorial events,
feasts and now this scholarship which we started in 2015. We

projects that inspire other First nation youth to pursue their
dreams, while also educating society on our history, culture
and values.
Congratulations Lakota on behalf of the Starlight Family. May
Creator continue to bless you and keep you safe during these
uncertain times.

Siyisgaasdzi-tii
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